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Accu-Cast

TM

Finger Casting
Kit Instructions-

This isn’t a difficult process, but
following the instructions is highly
recommended.
This kit uses our 380-CC “colorchanging” alginate. It mixes up
bright pink and then fades to white.
It will turn completely white about
45 seconds BEFORE it “sets”.
Alginate won’t stick to non-porous
surfaces like skin and countertops,
but will stick to clothes and carpet.
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Kit
Contents

Finger
Cast
with
Photo

Holding Blue
Card

Gold
Paint
Not
Included
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Mix the Molding
Powder
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Squish all the Air out
of bag.
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Squish the alginate
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down to the bottom of the bag.

Pouring into Cups

Fill each cup about 3/4 of the
way up.

Set bag on table and

Cut the bottom
corner of the bag.

Don’t forgetKeep squeezing the top of the
bag closed.

When cutting the bottom corner
of the bag (step 8), keep a tight
grip on the top of the bag.
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Mash and Roll

Hold bag tight at top.
Lay bag on table.
Squish and Roll for 1 minutevigorously.
Don’t rip bag with big rings.

Stretch so there’s no air in the
bag- just powder and water.
Hold top of bag very tight.
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Straighten the bag
so it’s as tall as it can be...

Measure 1 3/4 cups 80°F
water. Pour water into the bag
marked A You have about 3
minutes TOTAL time before the
alginate “sets”.
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Practice Practice

Put the card and fingers into
the cup so the card IS touching
the bottom of the cup- but the
fingers are NOT touching the
bottom of the cup or the sides.

Hold card at the line
with at least 1/4 inch of
card sticking out past
fingers AND thumb.
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What
You
Need...
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Fingers into the
Cups

Don’t touch the sides of the
cup with your fingers.
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Push all the way
down.
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Card should touch bottom but
NOT FINGERS. Also don’t
touch the inside of the cup
with fingers.
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Clean up the edges of the
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Pull bag tight, squish out
the air, and mix like you
did for bag A.
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Cut bottom corner of
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Tap Tap Tap on the
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Peel the alginate
off the stone casting. Don’t

Remove the blue
card. Pull and twist gently
until it comes out.
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Wait one hour.

Turn cup over and remove
alginate and LiquiStone from
the cup.
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rush this. You don’t want to
break fingers off the casting.
The stone will continue to
harden for 48 hours.
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Squish LiquiStone

into the cups slowly. Pour
NEXT TO the holes and allow the stone to slide into the
holes. This helps reduce air
bubbles.

sides of the cups to help get
more air bubbles out.
Tap about 25 times. Have the
kids help....
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Get Bubbles out of
Stone

Hold bag as shown and lightly
bounce bag up and down on
your table 25 times.

bag with scissors like you did
for bag A.
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Mix the Stone

Measure out 6 fluid ounces of
cool water.
Pour water into the bag
marked S

cup with your finger. Remove
all the extra alginate.
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Material will change color
from pink to white. When
material is set (firm)
remove fingers by wiggling
and pulling.
Leave the card inside.

Take off all the
alginate. You might need
a toothpick to get alginate out
of the small nooks.
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Put a picture in the

space between the fingers and
thumb.
Wait 2 days before painting
cast. Don’t put paint on the
casting too thickly or you will
cover all the details.

